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Mrityunjay Kumar <mrityunjay.kumar@pibm.in> Fri, Jun 24, 2022 at 2:53 PM
To: Mrityunjay Kumar <mrityunjay.kumar@pibm.in>, SOURAV HUI <sourav.hui@pibm.in>, Promit Kumar Mahapatra
<promitkumar.m@pibm.in>, Subhajit Sur <subhajit.sur@pibm.in>
Cc: Raman preet <ramanpreet@pibm.in>
Bcc: krishnendusarkar48@gmail.com

Dear Sir/ Ma'am, 

Greetings from Pune Institute of Business Management

It was an immense pleasure to have you in 'Principal Meet' in HHI on 16.06.2022. Since long you all have contributed to this society
and made thousands of students successful and I know still the count is on. As the Agenda of Principal Meet was NEP 2020 : The
Education - Employability Manifesto,

Our Chairman, and other Speakers speaks onto following agenda, These are as follows:

Each one of us must be flexible in adopting new ways of teaching, which will lead to strengthening the graduate students. 

We all must use recent case studies, practical balance sheets, role play to increase and boost confidence among the students. 

Our Chairman suggested to include internships in various fields of Graduation like BCom, BSc, BA ( different streams)
depending upon their area of specialization and PIBM Pune will play a vital role in uplifting this model and ready to help degree
colleges for providing internships to the students. 

Our Chairman also insisted on providing live projects onto various topics from the syllabus itself, and to work, do surveys,
collect information and present in front of the related subject heads for providing the practical flavour of the theoretical insight. 

Having a strong association with top companies and tie up with various global universities like University of Bridgeport, USA,
Lawrence Technological University, Farmer School of Business, MIAMI University, USA, and more. We are ready to provide
Faculty Development Program (FDP) on various topics suggested by your prestigious College and also invite all rest college
officials to participate and get benefitted out of it. 

As we all know that the world is changing rapidly in terms of technological innovation hence we all must keep ourselves and our
team aligned to new methods, ways, sources, connections, for betterment of self and students development. We must always
look forward to upskill and reskill ourself to align the training of the students as per the constantly changing industry
requirements.

Also we are ready to raise the insight of your commerce students at Bachelor and Postgraduate level with the help of Virtual
sessions on the importance and application of Bloomberg Terminal, which will lead commerce students to start seeing the
practical market and understand the movement and predictions which will increase their interest in Financial markets. This will
also help the students in analysing company financial statements, Balance sheet and conduct/ understand equity research.
After the session if needed we can conduct additional sessions for better understanding.

We are pleased to provide you all a series of corporate sessions by different leading top companies like Deloitte, KPMG, PWC,
Nestle, Mahindra and Mahindra, Capgemini, TCS, Wipro, Accenture and 500+  more associated companies. 



We will schedule NEST (National Employability Skill Test) for all your Graduation Final year, Passed out and Post graduate
Students and selected students will be guided on various JDs (Job Descriptions) of various companies and ensuring free of
cost placements to few selected students of different participated degree college in this Principal's Meet. 

It's an honor to request you on behalf of our Chairman, Mr. Raman Preet that any one among you if need to speak to him onto
anything related to skilling of students, Developing Faculties, Internships, various Certifications to enhance confidence and
practical learning, or any other input, are free to revert back to this mail and i will try to arrange a virtual meeting with the
Chairman himself. 

All the above said pointers are for the betterment of students and Faculty members which will ultimately lead to support the society
and uplift the employability scenario which we are experiencing since past few years. 

We welcome any suggestions or remarks regarding the above mentioned points we discussed in Principal meet 2022. 

We look forward to having more fruitful associations. 

--
Regards

Mrityunjay Kumar
Dy. Director 
Pune Institute of Business Management
Pune - 411042
9665511432 // 9371002495

Saswati Sanyal <saswati.sanyal1960@gmail.com> Sun, Jun 26, 2022 at 5:03 PM
To: Krishnendu Sarkar <krishnendusarkar48@gmail.com>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Saswati Sanyal <saswati.sanyal1960@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 24 Jun 2022, 14:56
Subject: Re: PIBM Pune: - Key points of Principal Meet 2022
To: Mrityunjay Kumar <mrityunjay.kumar@pibm.in>

Received with thanks. 
[Quoted text hidden]
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EDUCATION SYMPOSIUM 
‘Higher Education & Realization of Sustainable Development: Paving the Way Forward’ 

Date : 4
th

 NOVEMBER, 2023 

Venue : Taj Raajkutir, Kolkata 

 

PROGRAMME 

 

Session  Session Time Broad Themes of the Sessions 

 
 
 

Inaugural Session 
 

 
 

10.30 A.M 
to 

12.10 P.M. 
 

 
The Symposium will be inaugurated by 

 
The Honourable Minister-in-Charge, 

Department of Higher Education, 
Government of West Bengal 

 

 
Tea Break 

 

 
12.10 P.M. 

to 
12.30 P.M. 

 

 

 
Pre-Lunch 
Session  1 

 
12.30 P.M.  

to 
2.00 P.M. 

 

 
The Evolution of Education Technology and Learning 

Ecosystems 

 
 

Pre-Lunch 
Session 2 

 

 
12.30 P.M.  

to 
2.00 P.M. 

 

 
International Co-operation : Building Robust Multi-
Stakeholder Partnerships 

 
 

Networking Lunch 

 
2.00 P.M.  

to 
3.00 P.M. 

 

 

 
 

Post-Lunch 
Session 3 

 
3.00 P.M.  

to  
 4.30 P.M. 

 

 
Holistic Development and Sustainability : Role of Higher 
Education 

 
 

 
Post-Lunch 
Session 4 

 
3.00 P.M.  

to  
 4.30 P.M. 

 

 
West Bengal : The Emerging Destination of Educational 
Investments 
 

 

 




